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Abstract
Effective management of crop diseases is a key precondition for sustainable crop production and to improve food security
globally. However, learning approaches that improve smallholder farmers’ knowledge, perceptions, and practices to deal
with crop diseases by fostering social and technical innovations are seldom studied. A study was conducted to examine: (1)
how a combination of experiential and social learning approaches influences potato farmers’ knowledge, perceptions, and
practices in bacterial wilt and its management in Ethiopia and (2) the implications of combining the two approaches for
complex crop disease management in smallholder context. Data were derived from face-to-face in-depth interviews, reflective workshops, and participant observations. The findings showed that farmers’ knowledge and perceptions about disease
incidence, the pathogen that causes the disease, its spreading mechanisms, host plants, and disease diagnosis were changed.
Farmers’ practices in management of the disease were also improved. Learning about the cause of the disease stimulated the
identification of locally relevant spreading mechanisms and the feasibility of a range of recommended disease management
methods. Moreover, farmers recognized their interdependency, role, and responsibility to cooperate to reduce the disease
pressure in their community. We conclude that learning interventions aiming to improve smallholder farmers’ knowledge,
perceptions, and practices to deal with complex crop diseases need to combine experiential and social learning approaches
and consider farmers’ local knowledge.
Keywords Experiential learning · Social learning · Bacterial wilt · Disease control · Complex problem · Collective action ·
Ethiopia

1 Introduction
Crop diseases are major biotic threats to global food security, exacerbating food supply deficit by reducing the quality
and yield of crop production (Savary et al. 2019; Strange
and Scott 2005). Effective management of crop diseases
has, therefore, significant implications for sustainable crop
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production and food security. If the yield loss caused by
various crop diseases could be minimized, the availability
of food would be improved for millions of people who currently lack sufficient food. Notably, in sub-Saharan African
countries where yield loss due to crop diseases is much
higher than in the rest of the world (Savary et al. 2019;
Tadele 2017), smallholder farmers would benefit most from
effective disease management. Crop disease management
in smallholder farmers’ context has received considerable
attention over the last decades, but yield loss due to the
impact of various types of crop diseases has continued to
hinder crop production (Roopa and Gadag 2019).
Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is one of the most important food crops produced worldwide (Devaux et al. 2014;
FAO 2008). This crop is affected by various types of infectious diseases caused by bacterial, fungal, oomycete, and
viral pathogens (Stevenson et al. 2001). Bacterial wilt,
prevalent in potato production systems in many parts of the
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world, is the most difficult potato disease to manage (Elphinstone et al. 2005, p. 9; Yuliar et al. 2015, p. 2). Its management is difficult mainly due to the nature of the pathogen
responsible for the disease, Ralstonia solanacearum. This
pathogen has diverse spreading mechanisms and infects
more than 200 plant species, including many food crops such
as tomato, eggplant, and pepper (Elphinstone et al. 2005;
Genin 2010; Hayward 1991). Since there is no single effective control method for bacterial wilt, several studies have
shown the importance of integrating different management
methods (Allen et al. 2005; Elphinstone 2005; Lemaga et al.
2005; Yuliar et al. 2015). The integration of farm sanitation and cultural practices such as crop rotation, roguing
infected plants, use of disease-free seeds, and decontamination of farming tools have been recommended as plausible
approaches to control the disease in smallholder farmers’
context (Elphinstone and Aley 1993; Lemaga et al. 2001,
2005; Yuliar et al. 2015).
In Ethiopia, potato production has been widely promoted
as a strategic crop for food security. Currently, more than
3.7 million smallholder farmers grow potato for food and
income generation. The country has faced a dramatic expansion of potato bacterial wilt in the past few years (CIP 2016;
Gorfu et al. 2013). Following the expansion of potato production in the country, the disease has spread aggressively,
posing a threat to the country’s ware and seed potato production systems (Abdurahman et al. 2017; CIP 2016; Gorfu
et al. 2013). It is currently causing a significant reduction in
potato yield in many districts, affecting the income and food
security of millions of potato farmers (Abdurahman et al.
2017; CIP 2016; Gorfu et al. 2013). Despite the detrimental effect of the disease in the country, so far, only limited
research and extension efforts have been made to tackle it.
Limited knowledge of farmers and extension workers on
various aspects of the disease and its management methods,
coupled with a weak extension system, have been identified
as major constraints to effective disease management (CIP
2016; Gorfu et al. 2013; Tafesse et al. 2018). Most of the
farmers recognize only the importance of roguing infected
potato plants as an effective management method without
understanding the diverse technical and social dimensions
of the disease and its management methods. In this regard,
many farmers rogue an infected plant and throw it away at
the farm side, which appears to facilitate the spreading of
the disease instead of controlling it (Tafesse et al. 2018).
Many studies have underscored the importance of a
community-based approach to control potato bacterial wilt
effectively. Since the disease is contagious and a collective
risk problem, a concerted effort among farmers is required
(Lemaga et al. 2005; Tadesse et al. 2019; Van de Fliert 1993;
Van der Plank 2013; Yuliar et al. 2015). To this end, the
farmers need to recognize their interdependency which is
currently not the case (Damtew et al. 2018). They also need
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to have a good understanding of the causal agent, symptoms,
spreading mechanisms, and management methods of the disease (Tafesse et al. 2018). This may not be realized without
meaningful learning. In the Ethiopian potato production
system, previous efforts toward enhancing farmers’ capacity have been primarily concentrated on promoting technical solutions through training targeting seed potato farmers.
The key actors in the system tend to overlook the social
dimensions of the problem (CIP 2016; Damtew et al. 2018).
Ethiopian agricultural extension is hierarchical and follows
primarily linear approaches for knowledge and technology
transfer (Damtew et al. 2018; Spielman et al. 2011, p. 204).
Such conventional approaches oversimplify the complex
and nonlinear learning processes and have been criticized
by several scholars (Leeuwis 2004; van Mierlo et al. 2010;
Spielman et al. 2011). Scholars of communication for innovation, knowledge systems, socio-ecological systems, and
innovation systems emphasize the importance of learning
collectively instead (Colding and Barthel 2019; Leeuwis
2004; Pahl-Wostl 2006; van Mierlo et al. 2010, p. 324).
Learning linked to innovation is regarded as an interactive
process (van Mierlo et al. 2010). Several learning approaches
for searching solutions for complex agricultural problems
have been proposed and discussed in the literature (Leeuwis
and Pyburn 2002; Röling and Wagemakers 1998; van Mierlo
and Beers 2018). In this literature, an innovation systems
approach is suggested for sustainable crop protection in
which farmers are considered as partners in the innovation
process, instead of adopters of knowledge and technologies.
In line with this view, learning interventions to foster social
and technical innovations that fit the local context need to
acknowledge and integrate farmers’ local knowledge to be
effective and sustainable.
Experiential learning is a prominent learning approach
that has been widely applied in integrated management of
crop pests and natural resources (Percy 2005; Pincus et al.
2018, p. 434). Using experiential learning as an underpinning theoretical perspective, the farmer field school (FFS)
approach has been implemented in many developing countries. It has been shown that this approach has positive
impacts on crop pest management, agricultural productivity, and income of smallholder farmers (Davis et al. 2012;
Ortiz et al. 2004, 2019; Palis 2006). But since experiential
learning largely focuses on learning through concrete experience when a learner interacts with a phenomenon or the
environment, it is usually criticized for neglecting the social
processes required to solve collective action problems (Fenwick 2000; Michelson 1999; Roberts 2006; Seaman 2008).
As crop disease management has complex social and
ecological dimensions, experiential learning of individual farmers alone cannot be sufficient to learn about
all aspects of the disease and innovations to address it
(Leeuwis 2004). Learning among groups of interdependent
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farmers is also needed for effective coordination of collective action (Leeuwis 2004, p. 196). Hence, experiential
learning needs to be combined with learning techniques
that foster interactions to develop shared meanings that
serve as a basis for collective action.
For collective management of complex socio-ecological problems, the concept of social learning has become
increasingly important (Keen et al. 2005; Leeuwis 2004;
Leeuwis et al. 2002; van Mierlo and Beers 2018). In social
learning, interdependent actors interact, learn together,
and reach consensus to deal with joint complex problems
collectively. Besides, social learning enables reflection of
diverse views, instigates new relationships and fosters the
development of trust among different actors (Keen et al.
2005; Leeuwis et al. 2002; Reed et al. 2010).
Thus, a learning approach that combines elements of
experiential and social learning may foster effective control
of the disease. This study was therefore conducted with the
objective of investigating how the integration of experiential and social learning approaches could stimulate learning
to control complex crop diseases such as bacterial wilt in
smallholder farmers’ context. To achieve the overall objective, two related research questions were formulated:
1. How does a learning intervention with a combination
of experiential and social learning approaches influence
farmers’ knowledge, perception, and practices in potato
bacterial wilt management?
2. What are the implications of combining experiential and
social learning approaches for management of complex
crop diseases in smallholder context?
The structure of the remaining parts of the article proceeds as follows: Sect. 2 describes the concepts of experiential and social learning and explicates how changes in
reasons for action are used as evidence of learning. This
leads to the conceptual framework of this study. Section 3
describes research methodology, including study setting,
learning intervention, data collection, and analysis. Sections 4 and 5 present the results of the study and discussions of the findings, respectively. Finally, the conclusion is
provided in Sect. 6.

2 Conceptual framework
This section discusses the theoretical foundations of the
study and describes how the concepts of experiential and
social learning are combined and operationalized for designing a learning intervention on the management of potato
bacterial wilt. Further, this section explains the concept
of learning and changes in reasons for action as areas of
learning.
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2.1 Experiential learning
Experiential learning is commonly defined as a process in
which learning is embedded in a learner’s experience (Kolb
1984, p. 38). Several scholars have described the relationship
between experience and learning. For instance, according to
Kolb (1984), the experience is transformed to create knowledge through a learning process. A similar perspective is
also held by Boud et al. (1985), who explicates experience
as a source of learning. In experiential learning, a learner is
actively involved in making a choice and applies the knowledge gained from experience (Beard and Wilson 2006; Kolb
2015). In the literature, experiential learning is broadly characterized in two ways: the process of experiential learning
and how the process can be supported for experiential learning to happen (Beard and Wilson 2006; Kolb 2015).
Kolb (2015, p. 51) describes the experiential learning
process as a learning cycle with four phases that represent
the order in which learning takes place: (1) concrete experience, (2) reflective observation, (3) abstract conceptualization, and (4) active experimentation. Concrete experience
is considered as a starting point for experiential learning
to take place. Various methods have been described in the
literature to support each learning stage of the experiential
learning cycle, including direct experience, field trips, demonstrations, dramatic participation (role plays), visual symbols, pictures, recordings, information and communication
technologies, and exhibits (Kolb 2015; Lie and Witteveen
2018; Roberts 2006). Leeuwis (2004) expands how extension workers can support farmers to be able to go through
the learning cycle. Among others, concrete experiences can
be supported by visualizing a phenomenon, while reflective
observation can be supported by facilitating discussions.
Likewise, abstract conceptualization and experimentation
can be supported by crafting a pattern and organizing an
experiment, respectively (Leeuwis 2004).
In rural settings, many scholars consider experiential
learning as a pertinent feature of learning approaches to
enhance farmers’ capacity to effectively deal with various
complex farming problems (Leeuwis 2004; Percy 2005;
Pincus et al. 2018; Roberts 2006). Consequently, experiential learning has been widely applied as a theoretical basis
for extension interventions in the context of adult learning
(Leeuwis 2004; Roberts 2006). For instance, the theoretical
perspective underlies farmer field school (FFS), an approach
that focuses on discovery learning to help farmers become
better decision-makers (Ortiz et al. 2019; Suzanne Nederlof
and Odonkor 2006). Over the last decades, FFS has been
widely promoted in rural settings in many developing countries (Ortiz et al. 2004; Palis 2006). Despite this extensive
application, experiential learning has also been criticized.
It is a model that explains how individuals learn and it does
not consider social processes (Roberts 2006; Seaman 2008,
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p. 4), which are critical to deal with complex problems that
require collective agreement among interdependent actors
for concerted action (Leeuwis and Pyburn 2002; Pahl-Wostl
2006).

2.2 Social learning
Social learning is a widespread concept in the literature on
the management of natural resources (Noguera-Mendez
et al. 2016; Rodela 2013; van Mierlo and Beers 2018). It
has predominantly been described in multi-stakeholder
processes for the development of joint actions. The literature shows that social learning occurs when interdependent actors come together and interact in facilitated meetings
or workshops (Beers et al. 2016; Pahl-Wostl 2006; Reed
et al. 2010). Hence, mutual dependence for effective natural resource management is a key precondition for social
learning to take place. The interaction among diverse actors
can be regarded as the input of social learning (Beers et al.
2016). Furthermore, similar to the case of experiential learning, social learning benefits from deliberate facilitation.
During the facilitation process, learning can be stimulated
through interactive approaches like role plays (Leeuwis and
Pyburn 2002; Paolisso et al. 2019; Pahl-Wostl et al. 2007).
A collective agreement among the actors as a way to go
or as a solution for complex socio-ecological problems is
considered an outcome of social learning. In this regard,
scholars distinguish two types of social learning outcomes:
cognitive and relational. The cognitive outcome refers to
new knowledge and solutions for the common problem. The
relational outcome includes the development of trust and
recognition of the interdependency among the actors (Beers
et al. 2016; Keen et al. 2005). The learning outcomes serve
as a basis for collective action (Keen et al. 2005; Leeuwis
and Pyburn 2002). Collective action among interdependent
actors is therefore imperative since individuals cannot have
all the answers to deal with complex problems (Pahl-Wostl
et al. 2007). Several studies show that social learning enables negotiations and fosters development of new institutions
required to guide the relationships among the actors with
different perspectives and their roles (Colding and Barthel
2019; Paolisso et al. 2019; Pahl-Wostl 2006; Pahl-Wostl
et al. 2008). This perspective is also relevant to the management of potato bacterial wilt; an effort of an individual
farmer alone cannot be effective unless other farmers in the
same community make concerted efforts.

2.3 A framework for learning interventions
and learning evidence
From a learning process point of view, learning can well be
studied from both an experiential and a social learning point
of view, as explained above. Evidence for learning tends to
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be only considered as a change in an individual’s or group’s
knowledge and understanding in relation to the social, economic, biophysical, and technical aspects. This narrow perspective focuses only on the cognitive elements of learning (Leeuwis 2004; van Mierlo et al. 2010). According to
Leeuwis (2004), learning includes diverse social drivers and
the relationships between understanding and action. Hence,
what people do and do not do is influenced not only by their
knowledge (perception of reality) and their capacities, but by
their perceptions regarding social pressure, aspirations, trust,
and roles and responsibilities as well. Evidence of learning,
therefore, can be broadly defined as a change in any of these
perceptions (Leeuwis 2004, p. 66).
Based on the above perspective, we developed a conceptual framework for this study as portrayed in Fig. 1.
Experiential learning is mainly seen to occur when farmers’
knowledge about diverse technical aspects of bacterial wilt
is changed, when farmers experiment disease management
methods, and when they are able to identify local conditions that contribute to disease spread, and the feasibility of
different management methods of the disease in their context. Social learning may also contribute to these learning
outcomes (indicated by the broken line in Fig. 1). On the
other hand, social learning is mainly seen to take place when
farmers recognize their interdependency, when collective
goals or solutions are defined, and when the relationships
among seed and ware potato farmers are changed as well
as their perceptions on social pressure, trust in their social
environment, and their roles and responsibilities. Experiential learning can also contribute to social learning outcomes
(indicated by the broken line in Fig. 1). Changes in reasons
for action are taken as evidences of experiential and social
learning processes. They are essential conditions for effective management of potato bacterial wilt.

3 Research methodology
This section describes the study context and the methodology employed for data collection and analysis.

3.1 Description of study settings
Two villages, Agota and Wanjala, with different socio-ecological conditions, were selected from Wolmera and Doyogena districts in Ethiopia, respectively. Wanjala village is
about 260 km south from Addis Ababa, whereas Agota is
located at 50 km in the west of the city (Fig. 2). The two
districts are located about 300 km apart. They are among
the major potato growing districts in the central highlands
of Ethiopia, where the problem of bacterial wilt is prevalent. The two districts were selected because of (1) high
prevalence of bacterial wilt in the areas, (2) limited farmers’
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Fig. 1  Conceptual framework developed for this study

knowledge of bacterial wilt and its management methods,
and (3) the presence of seed and ware potato growers. Also,
the two districts provide contrasting disease management
challenges and opportunities due to their differences in
farming systems and socio-ecological conditions. Wolmera
district has a cereal-based farming system, while Doyogena
district has an enset-based (Ensete ventricosum) farming system. Moreover, farmers in Wolmera district own relatively
larger potato fields than the farmers in Doyogena district.
In Ethiopia, the second-most populous African country,
agriculture plays a dominant role in the country’s economy.
More than 95% of the agricultural land is owned by smallholder farmers (Gebre-Selassie and Bekele 2012). Crop diseases cause considerable pressure on food security efforts,
like in many other developing countries. Thus, investigating
how farmers learn for the management of crop diseases in
Ethiopia gives an exciting insight into how to enhance smallholder farmers’ capacity to deal with complex crop diseases
in the developing world.
The study focuses on both seed and ware potato producers because both should be involved in concerted efforts for
disease management. The farmers in Wanjala village are
quality declared seed (QDS) producers and ware potato

producers, whereas the farmers in Agota village are regular
seed producers and ware potato producers. Quality declared
seed producers are members of a registered cooperative and
conform to more strict seed quality standards. Regular seed
producers are also members of a registered seed cooperative, but seed quality standards are less strict. In relation to
bacterial wilt infection, QDS producers need to meet a zerotolerance level, whereas it is usually acceptable for regular
seed producers as long as they remove infected plants from
potato fields. In both villages, the farmers were organized
to involve in a community-based approach for the learning
intervention. Overall, 36 (29 males, 7 females) and 25 (21
males, 4 females) farmers participated in the learning intervention from Agota and Wanjala villages, respectively. The
farmers of these villages grow potatoes both in Meher (main
rainy season) and in Belg (short rainy season).

3.2 Learning intervention
This learning intervention was informed by the previous
study that has examined farmers’ knowledge and practices
of potato bacterial wilt management in the study areas
(Tafesse et al. 2018). Moreover, the learning intervention
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Fig. 2  Location map of the
study villages in Ethiopia

was designed to be interactive, acknowledge farmers’ local
knowledge and integrate it with the provided knowledge
built on scientific insights. We designed and facilitated a
learning intervention based on experiential and social learning theories. In both villages, a season-long communitybased learning intervention was implemented from May
to November 2018, during the main potato growing season (Meher). The farmers who participated in the learning
intervention were selected voluntarily in consultation with
the respective district offices of agriculture and extension
workers. The learning intervention was conducted in both
villages using a manual prepared to facilitate the learning
process. We developed the content of the manual based on
the gaps identified by the previous study and the literature
on potato bacterial wilt management. The major learning
sessions include various aspects of potato bacterial wilt disease dynamics and its management methods through concerted efforts in a community-based approach, as indicated
in Fig. 3.
The learning sessions were structured to address all
aspects of the disease dynamics and what it takes to manage the disease in the farmers’ local context effectively.
In line with experiential learning theory, to stimulate this
type of learning, there were many hands-on activities for
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farmers to gain new experiences and reflect on them in the
light of their actions and results. Similarly, to enable social
learning, reflective meetings were facilitated in which
participant farmers performed role plays and interacted
with each other to recognize their interdependency and
the importance of collective action to manage the disease.
Nine learning sessions were conducted; each of them
lasted between 2 and 4 h. Furthermore, there was a demonstration field (about 0.5 ha) owned by the participating
farmers where they interacted and jointly implemented
various types of bacterial wilt management methods. The
group learning sessions also included theoretical discussions supported by color pictures and videos, practical
field works, dynamic sessions, and role plays. The participating farmers performed and interacted to reinforce
the topics of learnings. Furthermore, a reflective workshop
was conducted to enable the farmers to reflect on what
and how they learned various aspects of the disease and
its management methods, and the way forward to manage
the disease. Based on what they learned, the farmers gave
their perspectives on which bacterial wilt management
measures could (not) be feasible in their local context.
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Fig. 3  Learning topics introduced in the community-based
learning intervention

3.3 Data collection
Multiple methods of data collection were used to capture a
complete view of farmers’ learning to manage bacterial wilt
(Table 1). During the learning sessions, participant observation was carried out by observing the farmers engaging in
discussions and interactions between seed and ware potato
farmers as well as by asking questions and participating in
practical learning activities. Furthermore, farmers’ potato
fields and farmers’ actions with respect to disease management methods were observed. The discussions during

learning sessions were transcribed, coded, and analyzed.
Quotes were also included around each evidence of learning.
Post-intervention in-depth interviews of farmers were
used to provide qualitative data from the farmers who participated in the learning intervention. All participating farmers gave verbal consent for the interviews. The interviews
were used to capture how and what they learned about various aspects of the disease and its management.
At the end of the growing season, reflective workshops
were organized to reflect on what and how the farmers
learned concerning bacterial wilt disease dynamics, disease

Table 1  Description of the research design
Data collection methods

Number of farmers
(males and females)

Village

Issues addressed based on the learning approaches

Post-intervention interviews

36 (29 M, 7 F)
25 (21 M, 4 F)

Agota
Wanjala

Reflective workshops

30 (24 M, 6 F)
18 (15 M, 3 F)

Agota
Wanjala

Participant observation discussions dur- 36 (29 M, 7 F)
ing learning sessions
25 (21 M, 4 F)

Agota
Wanjala

Bacterial wilt dynamics (cause, spreading mechanisms, symptoms,
latent infection, host plants)
Disease management methods
How and what did the farmers learn
Importance of collective action
Change in perceptions about social pressure, trust in social environment, and their roles and responsibility
Feasibility of a range of disease management methods
Conditions that affect the feasibility of recommended disease management methods
Importance of collective action
Change in perceptions about social pressure, trust in social environment, and their roles and responsibility
Identification of local conditions that contribute to spreading of the
disease
Reflection of farmers on different topics of learning
Implementation of disease management methods
Interactions among farmers during learning sessions, hands-on
activities, and reflective workshop

Participant observation in both villages
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management methods, recognition of interdependencies,
trust in the social environment, collective aspiration, and
change in perceptions about their roles and responsibilities.
The reflective workshops provided an important platform
for discussions and reflections on the learning processes
and evidence of learning. The reflective workshops were
facilitated to collect data using well-prepared questions by
guiding the discussions around each thematic area.

3.4 Data analysis
The collected data were analyzed with a qualitative
approach. They were coded and grouped into different
themes, and the learning processes as portrayed in the conceptual framework introduced in Sect. 2.3. Transcripts from
the in-depth interviews and notes from the discussions during learning sessions and reflective workshops were analyzed manually to obtain farmers’ reasons for action about
potato bacterial wilt and its management in their context.
Further, notes from field observations were used to understand farmers’ reasons for action in relation to the implementation of various methods of bacterial wilt management.

4 Results
In this section, the extent to which experiential learning and
social learning approaches influenced farmers’ farmers’
knowledge, perception and practices in potato bacterial wilt
management is reported.

4.1 Change in farmers’ knowledge on potato
bacterial wilt disease
4.1.1 Causal agent of bacterial wilt and its spreading
mechanisms
During reflective meetings and interviews, the farmers
articulated a good understanding of the pathogen that causes
bacterial wilt and its nature. Farmers described that they
acquired new knowledge about the causative agent of the
disease. They explained that they were surprised to learn
that the disease is caused by a pathogen, a living thing,
which grows and multiplies. In addition, before the learning intervention, they thought that this disease was caused
by improper post-harvest handling of seed potato and due
to high moisture during harvesting time. The statement of a
seed potato farmer from Agota village is illustrative of many
farmers. He said:
I am surprised to learn that this disease (bacterial wilt)
is a contagious disease caused by an organism that
lives in soil, water and seed potato.
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Concerning the spreading mechanisms of bacterial
wilt, farmers reported acquiring new knowledge of different spreading mechanisms. Many farmers explained that
infected seed potatoes and contaminated farm tools are
major spreading mechanisms. The farmers explained that
they did not know whether their neighbor’s potato fields
infected by bacterial wilt could be a source of infection to
their potato fields. They underlined the importance of keeping an eye on what is happening on their neighbors’ potato
fields.
On top of the spreading mechanisms that were presented
during the learning sessions, the farmers indicated some
additional mechanisms that are relevant in their local context. Farmers in Agota village explained that ravens usually
eat potato tubers at the germination stage and move from
one potato field to the other, flying and landing on many
potato fields. Hence, they asked whether ravens may spread
bacterial wilt through their beak and nails. Similarly, farmers
in Wanjala village stated that in their village, most farmers
rely on one or two farmers who own knapsack sprayers to
spray their potato fields. The farmers wondered whether this
practice could spread bacterial wilt because these farmers
move from one potato field to the other without cleaning
their shoes.
Some farmers also mentioned that they now understood
why the extension workers were telling them to remove a
wilted potato plant from their potato fields, which they did
not understand before, that is, to avoid transmission of the
disease to other plants. Moreover, the farmers mentioned
that before the learning sessions they were expecting that
some wilted potato plants would get healed. They had
learned that keeping a wilted potato plant in the field would
make the disease spread to other potato plants. The farmers
also reported that bacterial wilt has no treatment once the
plant is infected. A statement by a seed potato farmer from
Wanjala village provides further illustrative evidence of the
new knowledge that the farmers acquired about the causes
and transmission mechanisms of the disease. He described
it as follows:
This disease (bacterial wilt) is like AIDS. Because as
AIDS transmits through sharp materials, bacterial wilt
transmits through farm tools and it kills potato plants.
4.1.2 Latent (symptomless) infection of bacterial wilt
The farmers noted that they were amazed to learn the symptomless infection of the disease. Various comments by the
farmers illustrate that they learned the symptomless infection of the disease. For example, during the fieldwork on the
demonstration plot, a farmer from Agota village said “This
potato is very healthy,” pointing to a very vigorous potato
plant. But other farmers reacted to this farmer’s statement by
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uttering we cannot be sure whether it is healthy or not, the
disease may not show symptoms. Maybe it is now sleeping
and will wake up in the weeks to come.
On the other hand, during the reflective workshop, the
farmers stated that understanding the possibility of symptomless infection of the disease would help them become
cautious when they buy seed potatoes from the local market or from neighbor farmers. They remembered well the
analogy, a sleeping man and potato with latent infection,
used to explain the nature of the disease during the learning
intervention. Further, many farmers expressed their concern
about the difficulty to identify latently infected seed potato
tubers when they buy seed.
4.1.3 Host plants of bacterial wilt
The farmers were able to identify different host plants that
could be affected by the pathogen that causes bacterial wilt.
When asked to explain plants that could serve as hosts for
the disease in their village, other than potato, the farmers
in Agota village mentioned tomato and tobacco, as farmers in this area grow these crops. Similarly, the farmers in
Wanjala village mentioned tomato and pepper as host plants
that could be affected by the disease. Further, the farmers
were able to describe that potato should not be rotated with
these host plants. Farmers from Agota village mentioned
that potato should be rotated with cereals like wheat, maize,
barley, and teff. Similarly, the farmers in Wanjala village
were able to note appropriate crop rotation patterns excluding host plants.

4.2 Farmers’ belief in their own capacity to manage
bacterial wilt
4.2.1 Implementation of disease management methods
Farmers asserted that they were equipped to protect their
potato from the disease and sustain its production. They
reported that, as a result of the learning intervention, they
felt confident and capable of managing bacterial wilt using
their new knowledge of the disease and its management
methods. They specifically stated that the practical learning activities on the demonstration plot helped them to sufficiently learn how to diagnose the disease and control it.
During the interviews, the farmers could describe a range
of bacterial wilt management methods and their feasibility
in their local context.
The farmers implemented farm hygiene and sanitation
measures that would help them manage the disease. During
the reflective workshops, the farmers asserted that they kept
the hygiene of their potato fields. For instance, one farmer
from Agota village explained that he put a fence around his
potato field to avoid interference from humans and cattle, to
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avoid the disease. Besides, many farmers constructed ditches
around their potato fields to divert surface runoff from their
potato fields. Further, the farmers reported that they decontaminated farm tools using fire and hot water.
The farmers also reported that they cleaned their shoes
before entering their potato fields. But they stated that they
used water alone to clean their shoes. They also mentioned
that monitoring committee members who used to visit each
farmer’s field by walking on potato fields without considering the importance of cleaning their shoes started cleaning
their shoes. During the interviews, a lot of farmers were
smiling thinking about what they used to do due to the limited knowledge they had. Overall, as noted in the quotes
below, farmers developed confidence by learning how to
manage the disease. The following illustrative quote is what
many farmers asserted during the interviews and the reflective workshops.
I did not know how to manage this disease aside from
removing wilted plants from my potato field. But now,
I have learned many disease management methods.
Furthermore, the farmers, particularly ware potato producers, reported that they learned the importance of crop
rotation and using clean seed. However, they reported that
due to the unavailability of quality seed potato, using clean
seed was difficult. Concerning crop rotation, the farmers
stated that they usually practise one or two seasons of crop
rotation interval and they would try to increase the interval although land shortage would constrain this practice as
highlighted below:
I have been practising crop rotation to improve soil
fertility. I did not know that crop rotation could help us
manage this disease but now, I have learned, and I will
surely implement it starting from next season.
Further, the farmers modified their practice of roguing
infected plants from their potato fields. They mentioned that
they started roguing and properly disposing of the infected
potato plants either by burying in a deep pit or by burning.
But they described the difficulty of undertaking uprooting
of the infected potato plants when they are too many. They
said it is a very laborious activity to uproot and bury or burn
infected potato plants regularly.
4.2.2 Diagnosis of bacterial wilt incidence
The interviews with farmers revealed that they developed
practical skills to conduct proper disease diagnosis. During
fieldworks on demonstration plot and their potato fields, the
farmers were able to identify disease symptoms. They could
diagnose the disease on potato leaves and tubers. However,
many farmers explained the difficulty of making bacterial
wilt disease diagnosis when their potato field is affected both
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by late blight and bacterial wilt at the same time. This is true
because severe infection of late blight destroys the whole
potato leaves and stems.
4.2.3 Identification of local conditions that spread
bacterial wilt
Discussions held with farmers after the learning sessions
and during the reflective workshops revealed that they could
identify many local conditions that spread bacterial wilt in
their village and beyond. The farmers mentioned the practice
of seed potato exchange between seed potato farmers and
ware producers as one of the conditions that may aggravate
the spreading of the disease. Other local conditions that were
identified by the farmers as contributing to the spread of the
disease include the exchange of labor, sharing of farm tools,
and free grazing of cattle on potato fields. The following
illustrative statement given by the farmers shows how they
demonstrated their enhanced capacity in recognizing local
conditions that may spread the disease.
We usually work together through a labor exchange
approach for planting, weeding and harvesting potatoes. In this case, all the farmers bring their farm tools
to work on their neighbour’s fields. We now recognize
that this practice can contribute to the spreading of
the disease and we need to clean the farm tools and
our shoes.
Furthermore, seed potato farmers who have relatively big
potato fields hire labor for weeding and harvesting, which
can open a way for the disease to spread. Farmers described
that this practice could spread bacterial wilt since hired
laborers did not clean their shoes when they work for many
farmers in different potato fields. The farmers expressed
that it would be challenging to stop labor exchanging. But
they asserted to try their best to make sure that farm tools
are cleaned enough not to spread the disease. Likewise,
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concerning seed potato exchange, the farmers explained
that stopping this practice would be very difficult. This was
because most farmers strive to grow improved potato varieties that they usually buy or get from their neighbors. In this
regard, the farmers suggested trying to buy seed potato from
the agricultural research center or from farmers whom they
know that their potato fields are not affected by the disease.
Based on the discussions held with farmers and field observations, analysis of the routes of disease spreading among
potato fields owned by different types of farmers in the study
villages is indicated in Fig. 4.

4.3 Identification of the feasibility of bacterial wilt
management methods
During the reflective meetings, the farmers demonstrated
their learning by describing the feasibility of various recommended bacterial wilt management methods considering their context. They were asked to rank the feasibility of
several methods as extremely difficult to implement, slightly
difficult to implement, or easy to implement. They demonstrated their capacity by rating the feasibility of the recommended methods for management of the disease considering
their local context as indicated in Table 2.
Farmers in both study villages rated disease management methods such as the use of disease-free seed potato
and planting potato on disease-free fields as extremely difficult to implement. Using disease-free seed potato is not
possible due to a lack of access to certified seed potato
in the country. The wide prevalence of the disease in the
study areas also made it very difficult to find a potato field
free from the infestation of the disease by the farmers in
their respective village. Similarly, eradicating host weeds
and washing oxen hooves were rated by the farmers in both
villages as extremely difficult to implement. The farmers
mentioned that since there were many types of weeds in
their potato fields, it was very difficult to eradicate them so

Fig. 4  Schematic representation of the possibility of the spreading of bacterial wilt of potato from seed producers to ware potato producers and
vice versa in the study villages and beyond
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Table 2  Farmers’ rating of the
feasibility of potato bacterial
wilt management methods in
their local context
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Recommended methods for management of potato bacterial wilt

Agota village
Wanjala village
(Wolmera district) (Doyogena
district)

Decontamination of farm tools
Washing oxen hooves
Planting potato on disease-free fields
Roguing and burning or burying infected potato plants
Using disease-free seed potato
Preparing cutoff drains to divert surface runoff
Practising crop rotation with non-host plants
Three seasons
Two seasons
One season
Cleaning shoes before entering potato fields
Eradicating host weeds
Controlling free grazing of cattle on potato fields

*
***
***
**
***
*

*
***
***
*
***
*

**
*
*
*
***
***

***
*
*
*
***
**

***Extremely difficult to implement, **slightly difficult to implement, *easy to implement

that the disease would not get spread in the process of weed
management. Further, they mentioned that they did not know
specific host weeds for the disease in their villages. Concerning washing oxen hooves, the farmers in both villages
expressed their concern about its feasibility. They mentioned
that some oxen could be aggressive and trying to wash their
hooves is unsafe. Furthermore, farmers think that washing
oxen hooves is quite labor intensive, and thus, it is nearly
impossible and challenging to implement.
On the other hand, farmers in both villages rated bacterial wilt management methods such as decontamination of
farm tools, preparing cutoff drains to divert surface runoff,
and cleaning shoes before entering potato fields as easy to
implement. They mentioned that implementing these practices was easy and they managed to implement all of them
in their potato fields. Interestingly, farmers in Agota village
rated roguing and safely disposing of infected potato plants
as slightly difficult to implement. Their reason was that since
there were many infected plants per field, it was not easy to
uproot and burn or bury in deep pits. The farmers in Wanjala
village rated this method of bacterial wilt management as
easy to implement, indicating the relatively lesser disease
severity in the area.
The farmers in Agota village rated controlling the free
grazing of cattle on potato fields as an extremely difficult
method to implement. This was because in this village free
grazing of cattle is a common practice and it is not easy to
change it just to manage potato bacterial wilt. Particularly
during the dry season, cattle herds from different areas graze
freely on crop fields due to a shortage of animal feed. Further, the cut-and-carry system (where the grass is cut and
fed to livestock) is not common in this village and the farmers mentioned the difficulty of stopping this practice in the

face of bacterial wilt prevalence. In Wanjala village, farmers
rated the same practice as easy to implement. This is because
the number of cattle per household in this village is small
compared to that of Agota village. Also, cattle are usually
kept in a confined area and free grazing of cattle on several
crop fields is not common in Wanjala village.
Concerning crop rotation, the farmers in both villages
rated up to two seasons of interval between potato and nonhost crops as easy to implement. But the farmers in Agota
village felt that three seasons of crop rotation was slightly
difficult to implement due to land shortage and land fragmentation. Due to the same reason, farmers in Wanjala village considered crop rotation of three seasons as extremely
difficult to implement in their local context.

4.4 Change in social pressure
The farmers became vigilant about what is happening in
their neighbors’ potato fields. Recognizing their interdependency, both seed and ware potato farmers started putting pressure on each other to manage the disease in their
community. Particularly, seed potato farmers reported putting pressure on ware potato farmers to properly implement
disease management methods to prevent it from spreading
further. Ware potato farmers also urged seed potato farmers
to give more attention to the quality of seed instead of the
quantity they sell. Interestingly, farmers responded more to
the pressure from their fellow farmers than to the technical advice provided by agricultural researchers and extension workers. During the reflective workshop, many farmers stated the importance of monitoring each other’s potato
fields for disease occurrence.
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When asked the reason why they implemented different
methods of bacterial wilt management, seed potato producers stated that they wanted to get their produce accepted by
seed potato cooperatives to be sold at a higher price. Seed
potato growers became more worried and serious about the
disease. These farmers explained that there was also a strong
push from other fellow farmers to implement disease management methods due to the prevalence of bacterial wilt and
its ramifications on the seed potato market. This shows that
seed potato farmers who produce seed potato in the same
village began compelling each other to control the disease.
They also indicated that ware potato producers do not want
to seed potatoes with symptoms of disease infection.

4.5 Change in aspiration (collective goal)
During the reflective workshops, farmers stated the importance of collaboration between seed and ware potato farmers. They described the disease as a common challenge that
all potato farmers need to collaborate to control it. Seed
potato farmers had a relatively better experience of working together for seed potato production, disease management, and marketing. Hence, they were more proactive about
potato bacterial wilt and its management than ware potato
producers.
Before the learning intervention, ware potato farmers did
not recognize the importance of collective action to control
the disease. Seed potato farmers also repeatedly noted that
they did not consider the importance of collaborating with
ware potato farmers before the learning intervention. But,
during interviews and reflective workshops, the farmers
stated that they would not be successful in controlling the
disease through individual efforts alone as their potato fields
are usually bordered by other farmers’ fields. Both seed and
ware potato farmers expressed the importance of collective
action and agreed to make a concerted action. They proposed to work together to deal with the disease by developing bylaws. Regretting about the spread of the disease, a seed
potato farmer from the Wanjala village, who is illustrative
of many farmers, said:
If we had learned about this disease before starting
seed potato multiplication, we would not have let it
spread in our area and our seed potato business would
have continued successfully. Unknowingly, we have
put ourselves in a serious problem, but now we started
correcting our past mistakes.
Similarly, a seed potato farmer from Agota villages said
the following, indicating the importance of collective action
to manage the disease:
When research centre and office of agriculture give us
some trainings on seed potato production and disease
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management, they do not include ware potato farmers with us. Now I have understood the importance of
learning together to jointly fight this disease.

4.6 Change in trust in social environment
The study revealed that farmers changed their perception
of the social environment. The interviews revealed that the
farmers used to think that improved potato varieties supplied
by seed potato cooperatives, the office of agriculture, and
individual seed potato farmers were clean and free from different potato diseases. However, after they learned about the
nature of bacterial wilt and considering the prevalence of the
disease in their community, the farmers reported that they
would no more trust the quality of seed potato supplied by
these actors. The farmers stated that they needed more help
from the research center to control this disease because the
office of agriculture could not give them disease-free seed.
Many farmers declared that they would put their trust in a
seed potato from a research center. Some farmers even suggested stopping buying seed potatoes from the local market
because of disease prevalence. Many farmers expressed their
frustration in the poor quality of seed potato they bought
from local markets. This is illustrated by the following quote:
Last year, I bought Gudene (improved potato variety)
from a seed potato producer in our village. But it was
severely affected by a disease and the yield was less
than a local variety.
On the other hand, seed potato producers expressed their
worries about the lack of market for their seed production.
They perceived that their seed potato business would be
in trouble given the prevalence of the disease. It was also
observed that many seed producers started selling their seed
produce as ware potato fearing unavailability of market.
Many seed potato farmers hesitated to store seed potato in
diffused light store (DLS) due to the lack of a reliable market. They preferred to sell to ware potato traders to avoid
the risk of market unavailability. As the seed potato farmers
used to get appreciable income from seed potato business,
they recurrently expressed their frustration about the devastating nature of the disease during the reflective workshop.
A seed potato farmer from Agota village said in this regard:
Lack of market for seed potato has already discouraged
us. We sell our seed potato produce to ware potato
traders at a lower price.
During the reflective workshop, the farmers in both study
sites expressed their dissatisfaction with the unavailability
of disease-free seed potatoes in their area. They were also
shocked to learn that at some point their fate of growing
potato could be ruined by the disease if it is left unmanaged.
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Besides, the farmers expressed their concern about the disease pressure and they developed a sense of urgency to deal
with the disease.

4.7 Change in perception of farmers’ role
and responsibility
Both seed and ware potato farmers demonstrated a change in
perceptions about their role and responsibility in ways that
confirmed their learning. Ware potato farmers described that
they used to blame seed potato farmers for the poor quality
of seed they produced and sold. On the other hand, seed
potato producers were claiming to implement disease management methods properly and produce quality seed potato.
But during the learning intervention, both types of farmers
admitted to unknowingly contribute to the spreading of the
disease, in one way or another, and identified their roles
and responsibilities they could have played. The farmers
described playing the required role for effective management of the disease by properly implementing disease management measures in their potato fields. They also agreed to
take responsibility to clean farm tools when they help each
other through labor exchange, not to spread the disease to
their neighbors’ potato fields. Besides, the farmers agreed
to take responsibility to tell their respective family members not to use a hoe without cleaning it, and not to enter
potato fields without cleaning their shoes. For instance, a
seed potato farmer said:
When my neighbor helped me in hilling of potato, I
reminded him to clean his hoe and shoes before he
started working.

5 Discussion
In this section, the results of the study on the influence of
experiential and social learning approaches on farmers’
knowledge, perceptions, and practices related to bacterial
wilt management are discussed. We present effects of the
experiential learning characteristics, then of the social learning characteristics, and finally the synergy between the two
approaches.

5.1 The influence of experiential learning
on farmers’ knowledge, perceptions,
and practices in bacterial wilt and its
management
The study showed that experiential learning contributed to
change in farmers’ knowledge, perceptions, and practices of
bacterial wilt disease dynamics and management. The farmers reported that hands-on activities on the demonstration
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plot motivated and enabled them to implement disease
management methods in their potato fields. For example,
they removed and buried or burned infected potato plants,
cleaned their shoes before entering potato fields, decontaminated farming tools, and diverted surface runoff from their
potato fields, among others. Before the learning intervention,
farmers of the same area had very limited knowledge of the
disease characteristics, its spreading mechanisms, and its
management, as the previous study on their knowledge and
practices showed (Tafesse et al. 2018). The study indicated
that none of the farmers knew to recognize the causes of the
disease and most did not identify any other control methods
apart from roguing.
This finding aligns with other studies that indicate that
experiential learning improved the problem-solving capacity of farmers for integrated pest management in farmer
field schools in Africa (Davis et al. 2012; Ortiz et al. 2019).
Similar findings were also reported improvement of farmers’ knowledge, perceptions, and practices in pest management in South America and Asia (Feder et al. 2003; Ortiz
et al. 2019). Moreover, the importance of hands-on practical
learning based on experiential learning principles has been
reported earlier to improve the decision-making capacity of
smallholder farmers in a complex farming system (Gallagher
2003; Ortiz et al. 2019).
This study also shows that farmers applied their new
knowledge of the nature of the pathogen to identify possible
transmission mechanisms of the disease. It demonstrates that
giving due attention to the nature of the pathogen that causes
bacterial wilt and diseases of other crops has an additional
advantage for learning interventions to improve the capacity of smallholder farmers (Abo-Elyousr et al. 2014; Adam
et al. 2015; Ortiz et al. 2019). Most other studies on farmers’
knowledge and practices of crop diseases just show whether
the farmers know the diseases and how they try to manage
them. Little or no attention has been given to farmers’ understanding of the pathogens that cause crop diseases (Abang
et al. 2014; Kromann et al. 2014; Penet et al. 2016; Schreinemachers et al. 2015). Hence, this finding has considerable
implications for future interventions aiming to enhance the
capacity of farmers to manage crop diseases.
The study further revealed that the experiential learning aspects of the training enabled farmers to reflect on
and define the feasibility of a variety of recommended
bacterial wilt management methods and consider what it
takes to implement the methods in their local context. The
farmers rated the recommended management methods as
easy to implement, difficult to implement, and very difficult to implement (Table 2). In both study sites, the farmers categorized crop rotation up to three seasons, the use of
disease-free seed potato and planting on disease-free fields
as very difficult to implement in their context. This reveals
that the implementation of recommended methods is much
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more complex than extension workers and natural scientists
assume. The identification of the feasibility of disease management methods by the farmers is in line with the theoretical notion that know-how is a context-specific type of
knowledge and hence unknown to researchers and experts
(Lundvall 1992; Tafesse et al. 2018). Therefore, farmers’
capacity to rate the feasibility of the methods should not
be considered only as an outcome of the current learning
intervention. It is important to recognize that farmers’ local
experiential knowledge has largely contributed to their perspectives on the feasibility of the methods. Several studies also show that farmers’ local experiential knowledge
is more practical and relevant for sustainable agricultural
development in their context (Lwoga et al. 2010; Stuiver
et al. 2004; Šūmane et al. 2018).
Rating bacterial wilt management methods such as crop
rotation, use of disease-free seeds, and planting potato on
disease-free fields as very difficult methods to implement
has huge implications for the efforts to contain the disease.
These methods are important to reduce the inocula of the
pathogen that causes the disease and to control it from
spreading further. If the farmers do not integrate these methods with other sanitation measures, it would be difficult to
contain the disease from spreading fast and wide. Hence,
more efforts are needed to explore alternative options and
to enhance availability of disease-free seeds.
Moreover, the evaluation of longer-term effects of similar
learning interventions is recommendable. During the training, the farmers were given an opportunity to gain concrete
experience with various management methods. A limitation
of this study is that it was not possible to let the farmers in
the two villages go through the whole experiential learning
cycle of Kolb’s model (concrete experience, reflective observation, conceptualization, and experimentation). They could
not yet experience the results of the implemented methods.
Moreover, because the learning intervention was facilitated
just for one season, the farmers did not implement or test
some methods like crop rotation. The farmers might test
these practices in the next growing seasons depending on
the feasibility of the suggested methods.

5.2 The influence of social learning in instigating
collective action for management of bacterial
wilt
Crop protection researchers promote an integrated disease
management approach as an effective way to deal with bacterial wilt, which is a combination of a range of methods such
as using clean seed, planting in uninfected soil, crop rotation,
sanitation, and soil amendments to suppress the pathogen.
Our research shows, however, that unless these measures are
implemented by interdependent farmers through collective
action, effective management of the disease does not happen.
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Hence, for plant diseases that pose a collective risk such as
potato bacterial wilt, integrated disease management needs
to be complemented by a collective action approach. Therefore, the findings of this study suggest that both seed and
ware potato farmers need to be involved in a well-designed
learning intervention.
The findings of this study show that the social learning
features of the learning intervention indeed instigated collective action among seed and ware potato farmers to manage potato bacterial wilt. It was revealed that social learning
helped seed and ware potato farmers recognize their interdependency and the importance of making a collective effort
to deal with the disease. Further, the study indicated that the
farmers identified their roles and responsibilities for effective
control of the disease. Both seed and potato farmers agreed
to collectively act to manage the disease by developing a
community-based bylaw. These effects are clearly the result
of the learning intervention. Before the learning intervention, none of the farmers recognized the importance of collective action to deal with the disease effectively (Tafesse
et al. 2018). This finding is consistent with other studies
in agriculture and natural resources management that show
how social learning leads to collective agreements among
actors about how to jointly address complex socio-ecological problems (Albert et al. 2012; Ensor and Harvey 2015;
Phuong et al. 2018; Rodela 2011). However, since developing an institutional arrangement for a collective action takes
time, this study did not capture what type of rules seed and
ware potato farmers will indeed develop to collectively deal
with the disease.

5.3 Implications of combining experiential
and social learning to deal with complex crop
diseases
Currently, most learning interventions are designed based
on either experiential learning or social learning or other
learning approaches (Kolb 2015; Leeuwis and Pyburn 2002;
Noguera-Mendez et al. 2016). However, a single learning
approach cannot be adequate to instigate learning to deal
with complex crop diseases that require collective action.
Learning to deal with complex crop diseases that pose collective risk involves understanding complex socio-ecological
interactions, management methods, recognizing interdependency among farmers, and making appropriate institutional arrangements to enable collective action. For instance,
infectious plant diseases caused by bacterial, fungal, oomycete, and viral pathogens have diverse spreading mechanisms
(Van der Plank 2013) and they are difficult to control through
individual efforts, particularly in smallholder farmers’ context. On the other hand, plant pathologists usually consider
various abiotic and physiological disorders of plants as
non-infectious (Howard et al. 1996). Non-infections plant
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diseases do not have collective risk since they do not spread
from one area to the other. Hence, non-infectious diseases
can be managed through individual efforts alone and may
not require cooperation among farmers.
This study indicates the synergy between experiential
and social learning approaches for effective management of
complex crop diseases. Without social learning, smallholder
farmers would not have reached consensus to collectively
deal with the disease. On the other hand, without experiential learning they would not understand the dynamics of the
disease, develop the skills to diagnose the disease, and evaluate the feasibility of the recommended methods and implement them to control the disease. The finding of this study
matches those observed in earlier studies on complex socioecological problems that indicated the importance of social
and technical innovations (Leeuwis 2004; Noguera-Mendez
et al. 2016; Pahl-Wostl 2006). These findings suggest that
learning interventions for the management of complex crop
diseases in smallholder farmers’ context could benefit from
combining experiential and social learning approaches.
Therefore, researchers, development practitioners, and policymakers need to consider the synergy between experiential
and social learning approaches for sustainable management
of infectious crop diseases. It is also essential to distinguish
what can be learned better through which learning approach
to design a relevant learning intervention. Moreover, it is
essential to value and integrate farmers’ local knowledge
about the feasibility of the diverse measures in the local
context into learning interventions.
The study shows that change in farmers’ knowledge and
social relations due to the learning intervention makes an
essential contribution to effective control of the disease by
improving their disease management practices. However,
a learning intervention alone will not suffice for effective
management of crop diseases. Several conditions impede
effective bacterial wilt management in the context of Ethiopian smallholder farmers. For instance, the existing seed
systems do not guarantee disease-free seed supply to the
farmers (CIP 2016; Schulz et al. 2013; Woldegiorgis et al.
2013). A recent study conducted in the Ethiopian potato production system also showed that the distribution of latently
infected seed potatoes has contributed to the spreading of
bacterial wilt into different parts of the country (Abdurahman et al. 2017). Moreover, several previous studies reported
the unavailability of quality seed potato (Gildemacher et al.
2009; Hirpa et al. 2010; Tadesse et al. 2019). Thus, if the
farmers are not able to access disease-free seed potato and
continue to plant infected seeds, the efficacy of the efforts
being made through the implementation of farm hygiene and
cultural practices cannot effectively suppress the pathogen.
The absence of a quarantine system and compromise on the
quality of seed potato production due to immediate needs
for food security purposes (Gorfu et al. 2013; Schulz et al.
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2013) could also constrain the success of farmers’ aspirations to improve management of the disease. This suggests
the need to further explore how other factors (economic and
institutional) that may influence the efficacy of disease management efforts could be addressed.

6 Conclusions
The evaluation of the community-based learning intervention provides a good understanding of the importance of
combining experiential and social learning approaches in
designing interventions seeking to improve farmers’ knowledge, perceptions, and practices to effectively respond to
crop diseases like potato bacterial wilt.
The study has shown that the combination of experiential
and social learning approaches enabled smallholder farmers to learn how to deal with bacterial wilt. Experiential
and social learning approaches complement each other, and
integrating these learning approaches can support farmers
to understand how complex socio-ecological interactions
aggravate the disease incidence and what effective management of the specific disease entails. Most researchers
underestimate how important it is for the farmers to have
a good understanding of the pathogens that cause crop diseases. But this study has found that learning about the causal
agent of potato bacterial wilt and its nature has significant
implications for the identification and implementation of
effective disease management methods in the smallholder
farmers’ context. It is also indispensable to give due attention to farmers’ local knowledge while facilitating a learning intervention to control this complex disease. Due to the
diverse spreading mechanisms of potato bacterial wilt and
the interdependency among farmers for effective control of
the disease, it is important to involve both seed and ware
potato farmers together in a learning intervention to foster
collective action. In terms of future research, exploring tailor-made solutions that fit the smallholder context is needed,
considering the biophysical and social dimensions of crop
diseases.
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